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Rain attenuation at Ka-band is a severe phenomenon that drastically impairs satellite communications at these frequencies. Several
adaptive compensation techniques have been elaborated to counteract its eﬀects and most often applied one at a time. The present
paper proposes the contemporary exploitation of diﬀerent techniques in a combined approach. Such an integrated approach is
thoroughly analyzed in a simplified scenario and will be shown to achieve a very eﬀective solution, making the Ka-band spectrum
fully available for broadband satellite applications and network-centric systems.

1. Introduction
The advent of Ka-band (The frequency bands 17.7–21.2 GHz
(space to Earth) and 27.5–31 GHz (Earth to space) have been
allocated by the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU) for the use of Fixed Satellite Services (FSS)) satellite
communications is driven by the diﬀusion of consumer
applications (such as High Definition Television broadcasting) and by the increased demand for broadband networks
in network-centric systems.
The network-centric architecture, originally conceived
for military applications, is becoming a paradigm for large
integrated systems, or “systems of systems”, able to collect
and to convey data seamlessly throughout a number of
diﬀerent possible media and to deliver useful information
after a data fusion process.
Ka-band space segment and ground segment technologies, after a pioneering phase (Italsat [1, 2], ACTS [3]) and
a successive consolidation, are now mature for cost-eﬀective
and reliable commercial missions.
One the major drawbacks still aﬀecting Ka-band satellite
communications is that related to rain attenuation.
Rain attenuation in satellite communication systems
operating at Ka-band frequencies is much more severe than

that usually experienced at lower frequency bands: rain
attenuation at 20 GHz (Ka-band down-link), for instance, is
almost three times that at 11 GHz (Ku-band down-link) [4,
page 125]. This fact makes rain attenuation one of the most
important limiting factors to be taken into account in the
design of a 20/30 GHz satellite communication system.
A number of mitigation techniques has been envisioned
and experimented over the years, in the attempt to overcome
the problem and to make Ka-band satellite applications as
commercially viable as those at Ku band [5, Chapter 8].
One first classification of such techniques is between
ground-based and space-based solutions.
Ground-based techniques are those basically operated
on ground (either in open- or closed-loop configurations)
and only indirectly aﬀecting the satellite payload. Among
them are Up-Link Power Control (both for transparent
and regenerative payloads), End-to-End Power Control
(for transparent payloads only), Adaptive Coding and/or
Modulation, Site Diversity, and Terrestrial Back-Ups.
Space-based techniques involve, in one way or another,
an adaptive use of the payload resources to counteract rain
attenuation.
Down-Link Power Control is a technique suitable for
both “bent pipe” and regenerative payloads. Adaptive Coding
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and Adaptive Modulation techniques can be used, in regenerative payload, to adapt the down-link signal characteristics
to rain attenuation, independently from the up-link signal.
Adaptive down-link antennas allow a reconfiguration of
the gain distribution over the coverage to compensate for
higher rain attenuations in specific areas. Contoured beam
antennas (in array-fed reflector configurations) can achieve
such capability by incorporating variable components (such
as variable power dividers) into their beam forming networks.
Active phased-array antennas (either in “array-fed reflector” or in “direct radiating array” configurations) oﬀer an
even better control of the down-link EIRP. In an active downlink antenna each radiating element (feed or subarray) is
individually fed by a transmit active module (solid-state
power amplifier). These antennas not only allow a fast and
eﬀective reconfiguration of the gain distribution over the
coverage, but also make possible, in case of multiple-beam
configurations, a full reallocation of the RF power among the
radiated beams. In an active phased-array antenna all active
modules (power amplifiers in this case) contribute to the
formation of any single beam; this implies that the overall RF
power can be dynamically shared among the beams (Power
Reconfigurability). On the opposite end, in conventional
focused reflector antennas each feed (and its corresponding
power amplifier) is virtually associated to only one beam,
hence traﬃc reconfigurability is impossible.
An alternative adaptive antenna configuration is the
Multibeam Adaptive Antenna (MAA) concept, which allows
a flexible sharing of the total power from the power
amplifier modules among the beams by means of a Multiport
Power Amplifier (MPA). The application of this antenna
configuration to counteract rain attenuation at Ka band was
proposed for future generations of Italsat satellites as early
as in 1989 [6, 7], and it is still subject of intense R and D
[8–11]. While the above summarized adaptive compensation
techniques are most often applied one at the time, the
development of the technology and the highly integrated
nature of today’s satellite communication systems suggest
combined approaches, implementing several techniques in
parallel in a dynamic configuration.
In particular in the following paragraphs we will focus
our attention on the downlink of a multibeam Ka-band
system. After a general discussion about individual and
joint benefits of Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM)
and Down-Link Power Control, the proposed integrated
approach will be thoroughly analyzed in a simplified scenario.

coding scheme. The aim is to allow each user to have a
modulation and coding such that at the considered BER the
associated required Signal-to-Noise-plus-Interference Ratio
(SNIR) is compatible with the experienced atmospheric
losses and cochannel interference. It is worth noting that
for its eﬃcacy ACM has been selected as baseline for the
next generation of the Digital Video Broadcasting via Satellite
standard (DVB-S2) [12].
Link adaptation is achieved informing the satellite uplink station of the channel condition (i.e., SNIR) of each
earth station via the satellite return link. Each link operates
dynamically exploiting the SNIR to the maximum spectral
eﬃciency. The set of standardized DVB-S2 modes (combination of symbol constellation and coding rates) hinges on the
revitalized use of Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) error
correction codes initially introduced by Gallager in the 60’s
[13].
The net result is the availability of a fine granularity in
the Spectral Eﬃciency versus SNIR curve (refer to Figure 1),
resembling the Shannon’s bound,

2. Overview of Adaptive Coding and
Modulation Techniques
Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM) techniques,
applied in interactive and point-to-point applications, provide eﬃcient dynamic link adaptation to propagation conditions, targeting each individual earth station.
The adaptation is obtained by varying the air interface
characteristics in terms of modulation constellation and





ES
Rb
[bits/Hz],
≤ log2 1 +
B
N0 + I0

(1)

where Rs is the symbol rate, B is the bandwidth, and ES /(N0 +
I0 ) is the SNIR in terms of symbol energy Es , noise spectral
density N0 , and interference spectral density density I0 .
Satellite throughput gains of ACM systems have been
estimated to reach a capacity increase up to 100%–200%
with respect to constant coding and modulation systems
(e.g., DVB-S) [12]. In addition, service availability can be
extended.

3. An Integrated Approach
Adaptive coding and modulation techniques allow to eﬀectively comply with diﬀerent link conditions providing to the
users the maximum data-rate permitted with the experienced Signal-to-Noise-plus-Interference Ratio (SNIR). This
approach maximizes the individual link exploitation (in
terms of spectral eﬃciency) and the overall system capacity
evaluated as sum over all the coverage of active users spectral
eﬃciencies. The availability of a large number of coding and
modulation combinations allows to close the link budget in
severe interference and fading conditions. The result is an
increased link availability at low data rates and a high overall
system capacity on a best-eﬀort base. When minimum
guaranteed data-rates with certain availabilities are required,
the system dimensioning must still rely on power margins on
the worst case link budget condition. These power margins,
later on, can be fully exploited at operational level to increase
the overall capacity on a best eﬀort base.
On the other hand, adaptive power allocation techniques
aim at reducing individual power margins by means of an
adaptive redistribution of the available RF power based on
the real-time needs. The achievement of this objective is
strictly dependent on the architecture of the payload highpower section. The idea is to have a common power pool
from which a channel can adaptively draw the power it
requires. Two candidate solutions are nowadays debated.
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where TA is the antenna temperature, LpreRX is the passive
section loss (from the antenna to the receiver), TAmb is the
ambient temperature (working temperature of the passive
section), and TeqRX is the eﬀective input noise temperature of
the receiver. In clear sky, the antenna temperature (apex C)
can be decomposed in sky (TA,Sky ) and the ground (TA,Gnd )
temperatures as seen by the antenna:

DVB-S2 versus Shannon spectral eﬃciency
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while in rain conditions (apex R), the antenna temperature
(TAR ) becomes:
TAR =

DVB-S2
Shannon

Figure 1: Spectral eﬃciency—DVB-S2 versus Shannon’s bound.
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(ii) Multiport amplifiers: the power pool is realized at
RF power level. The sharing flexibility is achieved
through the parallel amplification of all signals by a
stack of Power Amplifiers [15–22].
A joint Adaptive Coding and Modulation (ACM) and
Down-Link Power-Control approach can be proven to be
advantageous in case a minimum data-rate and an associated
availability are required and can be traded oﬀ with the
overall best-eﬀort system capacity. The approach consists in
operating the payload in an RF power-pooled configuration
[1, 2, 9], so that faded beams can be adaptively boosted to
counteract rain attenuation. The system can be optimized to
redistribute the power among beams in fading and clear sky
conditions, guaranteeing the achievement of all the required
data rates and of the availability performance.
To better understand the close relationship between
the rain countermeasure on a faded earth station and the
remaining population in clear sky we developed a simplified
two-cochannel beams model that is reported in the following
subparagraphs.
3.1. Rain Attenuation Impairments on the Signal-to-Noise
Ratio. The receiver system temperature can be evaluated as:




TS = TA + LpreRX − 1 · TAmb + LpreRX TeqRX ,

(2)

(4)

where TR is the rain temperature, and LR is the rain
attenuation. In summary we can write:


(i) Flex TWTAs: the power pool is realized at the level
of the satellite platform DC power capacity. Each
individual TWTA can arbitrarily change (within a
range that in current developments is about 3-4 dBs)
its saturated RF output power while maintaining a
constant eﬃciency (hence, a DC power consumption
proportional to the RF output power) [14]. In
nominal conditions, the TWTAs are operated at their
minimum saturated RF output power, while the DC
power subsystem is over dimensioned, in order to
have headroom in case of rain fading. It is worth
noting that a Flex TWTA does not allow a fast
variation of its bias conditions.

(3)



TSC = TA,Sky + TA,Gnd + LpreRX − 1 · TAmb + LpreRX TeqRX ,
(5)
TSR =
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+ R
TR + TA,Gnd
LR
LR




+ LpreRX − 1 · TAmb + LpreRX TeqRX

= TSC 1 +



LR − 1
LR



TR − TA,Sky
TSC

(6)



.

The closure of the link budget requires a minimum
Signal-to-Noise value that in the following we will consider
in terms of symbol energy over noise spectral density:


Es
N0




≥

Es
N0


req

≡ ρreq .

(7)

In clear sky conditions we can explicit EsC in terms of the
satellite transmitted power in the beam/channel (P Sat ), the
satellite antenna gain (GSat ), the free space loss (L), and the
Earth Station antenna gain (GES ):
EsC =

1 GSat P Sat
·
· GES
Rs
L

(8)

and for the noise spectral density, K being the Boltzman
constant:
N0C = KTSC .

(9)

In summary, in clear sky we have


Es
N0

C

=

GSat P Sat
.
Rs LGES KTSC

(10)

Similarly, substituting L with LLR and introducing (6) in
(10), we can explicit this ratio in rain conditions:


Es
N0

R


= LR + (LR − 1)



TR − TA,Sky
TSC



−1 

Es
N0

C

. (11)
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Figure 2: Multibeam antenna geometry ((a) clear sky, (b) fading in Beam-1).
Linear-power control (flex TWTA approach)
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Figure 3: Bidimensional link budget analysis (flex TWTAs with linear power control).

3.2. Rain Attenuation Impairments on the Signal-to-NoisePlus-Interference Ratio. In a multibeam system with frequency reuse, several beams make use of the same frequency
causing cochannel interference that must be duly considered
in the link closure condition (7), that becomes:


Es
N0 + I0





ES
≥
N0 + I0


req

≡ ρreq .

interference (I0 ) allows the separation of the two diﬀerent
contributions:


Es
N0 + I0




=



(12)

A pictorial representation of a two cochannel beams system
is shown in Figure 2. The two beams are indicated as Beam1 (B1) and Beam-2 (B2); s1 and s2 refer to two ground
stations served by Beam-1 and Beam-2, respectively. The
statistical independence of thermal noise (N0 ) and cochannel

=

Es
N0

−1




E
+ s
I0


N0
I
+ 0
Es
Es

−1 −1

−1

(13)
.

A link equation can be written for each user/beam. In clear
sky conditions we have (14) (reversing symbol energy and
noise/interference eases the understanding of the complex
coupled behavior); while in case of rain fading over s1 in
Beam-1 we can write (15).
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Nonlinear-power control (flex TWTA approach)
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Figure 4: Bidimensional link budget analysis (flex TWTAs with nonlinear power control).

To counteract the fading of s1 in Beam-1, the satellite can
increase the power of Beam-1 as a generic function of the rain
attenuation (α(LR )). Two possible strategies can be foreseen
based on the diﬀerent high-power sections described above.
3.2.1. Power Control with Flex TWTAs. The faded beam
output power is increased without changing the power level
of the other beams. This can be implemented, for example,
increasing the saturation power of a flex TWTA; however,
the maximum delta-power is limited by the tube technology.
The power increase has two beneficial eﬀects on the faded
beam: a compensation of the rain losses and an advantage in
terms of Signal-to-Interference. However, an increase of the
interference is experienced by the other beams, (refer to (16)
for the two-beam model).

Clear Sky. Consider



N0 + I0
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N0 + I0
Es
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=
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C
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.

Rain Fading over Beam-1. Consider
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Es





R

LR + (LR − 1)

=

(s1)



3.2.2. Power Control with Multiport Amplifiers. The overall
RF power constitutes a unique pool. An increase of the power
dedicated to one beam of an amount equal to α(LR ) means
an equivalent decrease of the power available to the other
beams. In this case the delta-power could reach the overall
RF Power-Pool amount (e.g., the sum of the power of all the
TWTAs constituting an MPA). The reduction in interfering
power sums up to the already referred beneficial eﬀects on
the faded beam. On the other hand, nonfaded beams suﬀer,
together with a higher interference level, a decreased power.
The simplified equation for a two-beam system is (17).
A fair comparison between the two power control
approaches with and without power-pooling must take into
account that both systems should be dimensioned for the
same maximum RF power (or DC power). In this case the
power-pooling approach can benefit from a higher clear-sky
operating point, equal to the total available RF power divided
by the number of active channels/beams (this advantage has
been considered in the following graphs).
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Rain Fading over Beam-1, Power Control with Flex TWTAs.
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Nonlinear-power control-beams in power pooling
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Figure 5: Bidimensional link budget analysis (multiport amplifier with nonlinear power control).

Rain Fading over Beam-1, Power Control with Multiport Amplifiers. Consider
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coverage up to the maximum compensation range of a single
TWTA (3 dB assumed as in Figure 3).
Finally, Figure 5 shows that the power pooling architecture based on multiport amplifiers (or active antennas as
DRAs) with an optimized compensation law outperforms
all the previous results in terms of achievable compensation
depth (better SNIR at maximum attenuation depth), still
maintaining a high overall capacity.

1 + α(LR ) I0
1 − α(LR ) Es

C
(s2)

.

(17)
3.3. Results. Results of the performed analysis are reported
in the figures. SNR/SNIR referring to the faded beam are
represented in blue, those referring to the clear-sky beam in
red.
Examining Figure 3, dot-dash curves refer to an
interference-free case: the faded beam SNR degrades linearly
with rain attenuation while the clear-sky SNR stays constant
(10 dB). Dot curves account for interference (15 dB in the
examples) and no power control. Solid curves refer to power
compensation proportional to the rain attenuation without
power-pooling; it is clear that the overshooting of the blue
curve is due to the advantage in Signal-to-Interference
Ratio (SIR) that the faded beam gains with respect to the
noncompensated beam. Once the maximum TWTA power
is reached (twice the nominal level, in the example) further
compensation is not possible and the decay follows the
attenuation.
Figure 4 shows a similar analysis (power compensation
with Flex TWTAs) with the compensation law optimized
to maintain the system performance constant all over the

4. Conclusions
The present paper proposed and analyzed the contemporary exploitation of diﬀerent rain fading countermeasures
in a combined approach, based on advanced payload
architectures exploiting power-pooling capabilities. Such an
integrated approach is thoroughly analyzed in a simplified
scenario and it is shown to achieve a very eﬀective solution
for the minimum data-rate/availability requirement; at the
same time, it preserves the ACM characteristic feature of
oﬀering increased capacity on a best-eﬀort basis. The proposed approach makes the Ka-band spectrum fully available
for broadband satellite applications and network-centric
systems.
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